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This exceptionally refined work highlights the elegance of the female koel and captures her alert nature
as she raises her head and casts her beady eye toward the viewer.

The plumage of the bird’s head and body is of mottled browns and greys, and the black wings are
punctuated by white spots. Her three barred rectrices continue this sophisticated colouration.

Members of the cuckoo family, Asian koels are canny brood parasites; laying their eggs in other birds’
nests, where their chicks hatch first, commanding more attention from their host parents. Recently
scientists have discovered that the female koel’s plumage specifically evokes that of a local raptor

species, and by mimicking these birds of prey they scare off the would-be host birds and deposit one of
their eggs in the unguarded nests.

Artistic prowess abounds in this work; subtle blending from brown to buff to grey and white, overlaid with
minute wisps of black creates an exquisitely soft feel to the downy breast feathers. Further extraordinary
detail appears within the glistening reflection in the bird’s eye and dash of pale pink at the edge of the

beak, as though stained by the juice of a recently eaten forest fruit.



The work bears the 'Strasbourg Lily' watermark, which appeared on Dutch, German and English papers
from the late 17th – 19th century. Below the bird is a Persian inscription, erroneously labelling it as a

‘ku’el nar (male Asian koel)’. To the right of this appears the album number ‘401’.
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